Abstract. We determine the composition factors of a Jordan-Hölder series including multiplicities of the locally analytic Steinberg representation. For this purpose we prove the acyclicity of the evaluated locally analytic Tits complex giving rise to the Steinberg representation. Further we describe some analogue of the Jacquet functor applied to the irreducible principal series representation constructed in [OS2] .
Introduction
In this paper we study the locally analytic Steinberg representation V G B for a given split reductive p-adic Lie group G. This type of object arises in various fields of Representation Theory, cf. [Hum1, DOR] . In the smooth representation theory of p-adic Lie groups, as well as in the case of finite groups of Lie type, it is related to the (Bruhat-)Tits building and has therefore interesting applications [Car, DM, Ca1] . In the locally analytic setting it comes up so far in the p-adic Langlands program with respect to semi-stable but not crystalline Galois representation [Br] . More precisely, Morita [Mo] proved that for G = GL 2 , the topological dual of V G B is isomorphic to the space of K-valued sections of the canonical sheaf ω on the Drinfeld half space X = P 1 \ P 1 (L). In higher dimensions Schneider and Teitelbaum [ST1] construct an injective map from the space of K-valued sections of ω to the topological dual of V G B . However, the natural hope that this map is an isomorphism in general turns out not to be correct. In fact, this follows by gluing some results of [Schr] and [O] considering the Jordan-Hölder series of both representations in the case of GL 3 .
In order to determine the composition factors of V G B in the general case, we apply the machinery constructing locally analytic G-representations F G P (M, V ) developed in [OS2] . Here M is an object of type P in the category O of Lie algebra representations of Lie G and V is a smooth admissible representation of a Levi factor L P ⊂ P (we refer to Section 2 for a more detailed recapitulation). It is proved in loc.cit. that F G P (M, V ) is topologically irreducible if M and V are simple objects and if furthermore P is maximal for M. On the other hand, it is shown that F G P is bi-exact which allows us to speak of a locally analytic BGG-resolution. This latter aspect is one main ingredient for proving the acyclicity of the evaluated locally analytic Tits complex
Here ∆ is the set of simple roots with respect to B and a choice of a maximal torus Now we formulate our main result. For two reflections w, w ′ in the Weyl group W , let m(w ′ , w) ∈ Z ≥0 be the multiplicity of the simple highest weight module L(w · 0) of weight w · 0 ∈ Hom L (Lie T, K) in the Verma module M(w ′ · 0) of weight w ′ · 0. Let supp(w) ⊂ W be the subset of simple reflections which appear in w. Our main result is the following theorem in which we identify the set of simple reflections with the set ∆.
Theorem: For w ∈ W , let I ⊂ ∆ be a subset such that the standard parabolic
Steinberg representation of L P I with respect to a subset J ⊂ I. Then the multiplicity of the irreducible representation F
and we obtain in this way all the Jordan-Hölder factors of V G B . In particular, the smooth Steinberg representation is the only smooth subquotient of
) appears with a non-zero multiplicity if and only if
We close this introduction by mentioning that we discuss in our paper more generally generalized locally analytic Steinberg representation V G P , as well as their twisted versions V G P (λ) involving a dominant weight λ ∈ X * (T ).
Notation:
We denote by p a prime and by K ⊃ L ⊃ Q p finite extensions of the field of p-adic integers Q p . Let O L be the ring of integers in L and fix an uniformizer
be the corresponding residue field. For a locally convex K-vector space V , we denote by V ′ its strong dual, i.e., the K-vector space of continuous linear forms equipped with the strong topology of bounded convergence.
For an algebraic group G over L we denote by G = G(L) the p-adic Lie group of L-valued points. We use a Gothic letter g to indicate its Lie algebra. We denote by
the universal enveloping algebra of g after base change to K. We let O be the category O of Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand in the sense of [OS2] .
The functors F G P
In this first section we recall the definition of the functors F G P constructed in [OS2] . As explained in the introduction they are crucial for the determination of a JordanHölder series of the locally analytic Steinberg representation.
Let G be a split reductive algebraic group over L. Let T ⊂ G be a maximal torus and fix a Borel subgroup B ⊂ G containing T. We identify the group X * (T) of algebraic characters of T via the derivative as a lattice in Hom L (t, K). Let P be standard parabolic subgroup (std psgp). Consider the Levi decomposition P = L P · U P where L P is the Levi subgroup containing T and U P is its unipotent radical. Let U − P be the unipotent radical of the opposite parabolic subgroup. Let O p be the full subcategory of O consisting of U(g)-modules of type p = Lie P. Its objects are U(g)-modules M over the coefficient field K satisfying the following properties:
(1) The action of u on M is locally finite.
(2) The action of l on M is semi-simple and locally finite.
(3) M is finitely generated as U(g)-module.
In particular, we have
Let Irr(l) fd be the set of finite-dimensional irreducible l-modules. Any object in O p has by property (2) a direct sum decomposition into l-modules 
Let Rep
∞,ad K (L P ) be the category of smooth admissible L P -representations with coefficients over K. In [OS2] there is constructed a bi-functor 
tionally a smooth admissible L P -representation. We consider V via the trivial action of U P as a P -representation. Further by equipping V with the finest locally convex topology it becomes a locally analytic P -representation, cf. [ST4, §2] . Hence we may consider the tensor product representation W ′ ⊗ K V as a locally analytic
be the locally analytic induction functor [Fe] . Then
and has therefore a natural structure of a locally analytic Grepresentation. Further the above construction is even functorial. If V = 1 is the trivial L P -representation, we simply write 1) . The functors F G P satisfy the following properties:
• (exactness) The bi-functor F G P is exact in both arguments.
• (PQ-formula) Let Q ⊃ P be another parabolic subgroup. We suppose that
the smooth induced Q-representation. Note that as L Q -representation one has
Then there is the following identity:
M ∈ O p and if P is maximal with respect to this property. Let P be a std psgp, 1 Note that there is the restriction that p > 2 if the root system of G contains a factor of type B, C, F 4 resp. p > 3 if a factor of type G 2 occurs.
maximal for a simple object M ∈ O alg . Further let V be an irreducible smooth
In [OS2] it is explained how one can deduce from the previous properties of the bi-functors F G P the Jordan-Hölder series of a representation F G P (M, V ). Let us recall this procedure in the case V = 1. The smooth generalized Steinberg representation to P is the quotient
This is an irreducible G-representation and all irreducible subquotients of i G P occur in the shape v G Q with Q ⊃ P and with multiplicity one, cf. [BoWa, Ch. X, §4] , [Ca2] .
Let M be an object of the category O p alg . Then it has a Jordan-Hölder series
in the same category. By applying the functor F G P to it we get a sequence of surjections
For any integer i with 0 ≤ i ≤ r, we put
and set
which is a closed subrepresentation of F G P (M). We obtain a filtration (2.3)
by closed subspaces with
where R is a std psgp of G with Q i ⊃ R ⊃ P and v
. By refining the filtration (2.3) we get thus a Jordan-Hölder series of
Finally we recall the parabolic BGG resolution of a finite-dimensional algebraic G-representation [Le] . Let W be the Weyl group of G and consider the dot action · of W on X * (T) given by
the corresponding Verma module. Clearly M(λ) is an object of O alg . We denote its irreducible quotient by L(λ). Let ∆ be the set of simple roots and Φ the set of roots of G with respect to a maximal torus T ⊂ B. Let
and comes from an irreducible algebraic G-representation. In this situation, we also
For a subset I ⊂ ∆, let P = P I ⊂ G be the attached std psgp and denote by
We consider V I (λ) as a P I -module by letting act U I trivially on it. The generalized (parabolic) Verma module attached to the weight λ is given by
We have a surjective map
where the kernel is given by the image of
Let W I ⊂ W be the parabolic subgroup induced by I ⊂ ∆. Consider the set I W = W I \W of left cosets which we identify with their representatives of shortest length in W . Let I w be the element of maximal length in I W . If λ is in X + and
We refer to [Le] resp. [Ku] for the definition of the differentials in this complex. By applying our exact functor F G P to it, we get another exact sequence
which coincides by the very definition of F G P and the PQ-formula with
Isomorphism between simple objects
In this section we analyse when two simple modules of the shape F
, with P I maximal for M and a subset J ⊂ I, are isomorphic. This will be used in the next section for determining the multiplicities of composition factors of the locally analytic Steinberg representation.
Let's begin by recalling some additional notation of [OS2] . Let G 0 be a split
B. Fix a std psgp P 0 and denote by U P,0 its unipotent radical. Let U − P,0 be its opposite unipotent radical and denote by L 0 the Levi factor containing T 0 . Let we refer to loc.cit. We set P H = P 0 ∩ H and let U(g, P H ) be the subalgebra of D(H) generated by U(g) and
The notion of a coadmissible module on a Fréchet-Stein algebra is defined in [ST2, §3] . If M is such a coadmissible D(H)-module, it comes along with a family (q r,M ) r of seminorms such that if M r denotes the completion of M with respect to q r,M , we
Let M be a simple object of O p alg As such an object is has naturally the structure of a U(g, P 0 )-module. By [OS2, Section 4] there is a continuous
In this special case the seminorm q r,M is in fact a norm. We denote by q r,M its restrction to M via the inclusion M ֒→ M and by M r the completion of M for the norm q r,M , which we may identify with U(g, P H ) r ⊗ U (g,P H ) M. Thus we obtain a U(g, P H ) r -equivariant map
Thus we get a topological isomorphism
Let D be the category of topological U(t)-modules M whose topology is metrizable, which are semi-simple with finite-dimensional eigenspaces and such that the topology can be defined by a family of norms (q r ) r such that
In this case, the completion M r of M with respect to the norm q r is given by
A simple consequence of this description is the uniqueness of the expansion µ x µ and the fact that (M r ) µ = M µ for all µ ∈ Hom L (t, K). In particular, the U(t)-eigenspaces of M r are all finite-dimensional. 
In particular, we have S = µ S µ with S µ = S ∩ M µ . Since the eigenspaces M ν are finite-dimensional, each subspace S µ is closed in M µ . It follows that S is closed in M. As a consequence the quotient topology on M/S is metrizable. It is given by the induced family of quotient norms (q r ) r . We have to check that condition (3.2) is satisfied for each such norm q r . For every ǫ > 0, there is an element y = µ y µ ∈ S such that
Hence q r ( µ x µ + S) ≥ sup µ q r (x µ + S). The other inequality is immediate.
As explained above, if M is an object of O alg , then it has the structure of a topological metrizable U(t)-module. It is a consequence of [K, Theorem 1.4 .2] that each module of the form
representation of B, is an object of D. But each object of O alg is a quotient of some module of the shape U(g) ⊗ U (b) W , so that we deduce the last assertion.
The following statement generalizes [OS1, Prop. 3.4.8] in the split case and is again a consequence of [Fe, 1.3.12] . Proof. The proof follows by the above discussion and the semi-simplicity of M r .
Let U = U B be the unipotent radical of our fixed Borel subgroup B ⊂ G and let u = Lie U be its Lie algebra. Recall that if N is a Lie algebra representation of g, then H 0 (u, N) = {n ∈ N | x · n = 0 ∀ x ∈ u} denotes the subspace of vectors killed by u. This is a U(t)-module which is an object of
the continuity of the action of g and as H 0 (u, M) is finite-dimensional and therefore complete the statement follows by Proposition 3.2.
Let V be additionally a smooth admissible representation of L P . Below we compute the first U-homology resp. U-cohomology groups of the various representations
by the topological closure of the K-subspace generated by the elements ux − x for x ∈ F G P (M, V ) and u ∈ U. It is the largest Hausdorff quotient of F G P (M, V ) on which U acts trivially.
Lemma 3.4. As Fréchet spaces we have
Proof. Since the action of u is trivial on V , there is an identification
By passing to the dual we get
For the first identity confer [Em, Prop. 1.1.22] resp. [S, Prop. 16 .10], the second one follows as V n is finite-dimensional, the third one is [Em, Prop. 1.1.29 ]. Now, the
is the kernel of the map
where (x i ) is a basis of u. By the exactness of the tensor product − ⊗ K V n and the left exactness of the projective limit, the space
is the kernel of the map d⊗1 :
follows.
Now we can prove the main result of this section. Until the end of the section we will assume as in [OS2] that p > 2 if the root system of G contains a factor of type B, C, F 4 resp. p > 3 if a factor of type G 2 occurs.
Proposition 3.5. Let M be a simple object of O p alg such that P is maximal for M, and let V be a smooth admissible representation of L P . Let λ ∈ X * (T ) be the highest
and
where J U ∩L P is the usual Jacquet functor for the unipotent subgroup U ∩ L P ⊂ L P .
Proof. The underlying topological space of F G P (M, V ) is of compact type. As the category of locally convex vector spaces of compact type is stable by forming Hausdorff quotients, the underlying topological vector space of H 0 (U, F G P (M, V )) is reflexive. As
, it is sufficient to prove the first isomorphism (3.3).
Let's begin by determining
Here M w denotes the module M with the twisted action given by congugation with w. For each w ∈ W I , we have
Now we apply the precedent discussion with H = w −1 Iw. Set n = Ad(w −1 )u.
First we consider the case w = 1. By [OS1, Lemma 3.3.2] , there is an Iwahori
and the action of x ∈ n is given by
Now we can find a non-trivial element
. This is possible since w / ∈ W I . Then we have w −1 β / ∈ Φ − I since W I is exactly the set of w such that w(Φ
. By Corollary 8.5 of [OS2] , elements of u − P act injectively on M, and arguing as in Step 1 of the proof of [OS2, Theorem 5 .1], they act injectively on M r , as well. We conclude that H 0 (Ad(u −1 )n, M r ) = 0 and therefore H 0 (n, M r ) = 0. By identity (3.1), we get
Now consider the case w = 1. Again we may write D(I) r = δ u U(g, P 0 ) r for a finite number of u ∈ U − P,0 , so that D(I) r ⊗ U (g,P 0 )r M r = u δ u ⊗ M r . We will show that if u / ∈ U − P,0 ∩ U(g, P 0 ) r , then H 0 (Ad(u −1 )u, M r ) = 0. Here we will use Step 2 in the proof of [OS2, Theorem 5.1]. LetM be the formal completion of M, i.e. M = µ M µ which is a g-module. The action of u − P can be extended to an action of U − P as explained in [OS2, §5] . If x ∈ g and u ∈ U − P , the action of ad(u)x on M r is the restriction of the composite u • x • u −1 onM . As a consequence, we get
where v + is a highest weight vector of M. So if H 0 (ad(u −1 )u, M r ) = 0, we have
By the proof of [OS2, Theorem 5.1], this gives a contradiction if
Hence by using identity (3.1), we obtain finally an isomorphism
By combining the result above together with Lemma 3.4, we get thus an isomorphism
and this latter one is stable by the action of U. Thus we deduce that
Next we formulate the main result of this section. 
B . Then the two irreducible representations
(L(λ 2 ), V 2 ) are isomorphic if and only if P 1 = P 2 , V 1 = V 2 and
Proof. Suppose that there is a non-trivial isomorphism between the irreducible rep-
. By the sequence of embeddings
we obtain a non-trivial map
and by Frobenius reciprocity a non-trivial T -equivariant map
It follows that λ 1 = λ 2 and P 1 = P 2 . By [BoWa, X.3.2 . (1)], we know that
is a direct sum of smooth characters of T . By Frobenius reciprocity, these are exactly the smooth characters δ such that V 1 is an irreducible subobject of i P 2 B (δ). As δ 2 is one of them, we can conclude by [BoWa, X.3.2.(4) ] that V 1 = V 2 .
The locally analytic Steinberg representation
The section deals with the proof of our main theorem. Here we start with the proof of the acyclicity of the evaluated locally analytic Tits complex.
As before let P = P I be a std psgp attached to a subset I ⊂ ∆. Let
be the locally analytic G-representation induced from the trivial representations 1. If Q ⊃ P is another parabolic subgroup, we get an injection I G Q ֒→ I G P . We denote by
the generalized locally analytic Steinberg representation associated to P . For P = G,
The next result is the locally analytic analogue of the classical situations, cf.
[BoWa, Ch.X,4], [Leh] , [DOR] . 
are defined as follows. For two subsets
More generally, we will prove a variant of the above theorem. For this, let λ ∈ X + be a dominant weight. For a std psgp P = P I ⊂ G, we consider the finite-dimensional algebraic P -representation V I (λ) = V P (λ) with highest weight λ. We set
In particular, we get I
similarly as above for V (λ) = 1. More precisely, by the transitivity of parabolic induction we deduce that
′ is a subobject of Ind Q P (λ) we get the desired injection. We define analogously as above the twisted generalized locally analytic Steinberg representation by
Theorem 4.2. Let λ ∈ X + and let I ⊂ ∆. Then the following complex is an acyclic
Proof. The proof is by induction on the semi-simple rank rk ss (G) = |∆| of G. We start with the case |∆| = 1. Then the complex (4.2) coincides with
and the claim is trivial. Now, let |∆| > 1. We consider for any subset K ⊂ ∆, the resolution (2.5) :
Here we set i
We abbreviate for any w ∈ K W and any integer i ≥ 0,
The complexes above induce hence a double complex
For proving our theorem, it suffices to show that each row, except from the second one, is exact apart from the very right hand side. The upper line satisfies this property, since it is tensor product of the (generalized) smooth Tits complex by the algebraic representation V (λ) ′ . For w ∈ I W , let I(w) ⊂ ∆ be the unique maximal subset such that w ∈ I(w) W and set P w = P I(w) . Hence it suffices to show the exactness of the evaluated sequence
for each w ∈ I W. This complex can be rewritten as follows. We have I
Since the induction functor Ind G Pw is exact, it suffices to show the exactness of the sequence
rk ss (L w ) < rk ss (G). Thus the complex above is by induction hypothesis exact. Hence the claim of our theorem follows.
As a byproduct of the proof we get the following result (Note that V
Corollary 4.3. For any dominant weight λ ∈ Λ + and any subset I ⊂ ∆, there is an acyclic complex
Example 4.4. Let G = GL 2 and λ = 0. Then W = {1, s} and the above complex is [Mo] resp. Schneider and Teitelbaum [ST5] and coincides with the dual of the K-valued "de Rham" complex Recall from the proof of Theorem 4.2, that we defined for every w ∈ W a subset I(w) ⊂ ∆ with w ∈ I(w) W and that the subset I(w) is maximal with this property.
This complex was already considered by Morita
On the other hand, by [Hum2, , the simple module L(w · λ) lies in O Proof. By Theorem 4.2, we get the following formula for the multiplicity of the simple object F
By definition we have I
Since the Jordan-Hölder series of
alg , as well, we deduce by by Theorem 3.6 and the discussion in Section 2 that K ⊂ I is a necessary condition for the non-vanishing of the expression
On the other hand, v
only if K ⊂ J. Again by Theorem 3.6 and Section 2, the term F
2 Note that as before there is the restriction that p > 2 if the root system of G contains a factor of type B, C, F 4 resp. p > 3 if a factor of type G 2 occurs.
) by the PQ-formula. In a Jordan-Hölder series of F
) appears with multiplicity one by Theorem 3.6, so that
As a consequence, we have
Now we make use of the character formula
cf. [Hum2, Proposition 9.6] . We obtain
But the sum
is non-zero if and only if supp(w ′ ) = J, so we obtain the formula. The non-vanishing criterion follows from Corollary 5.3 in the appendix. 
This particular result was already shown in [Schr] . Let λ ∈ X + and recall from Section 1 that the BGG resolution of L(λ) = V (λ) takes the form
− → C i−1 (g) Proof. We will prove this proposition by induction on i. For i = 0, this is clear. Now we can apply induction hypothesis to the long exact sequence coming from the exact sequence of complexes (Here we use the identity W J 1 ∩ W J 2 = W J 1 ∩J 2 for the appearance of the direct sum.)
In the special case, where |I| = i, we can deduce from Lemma 5.1 that C • (g, I) is acyclic in strictly positive degrees, hence by induction that H j (C • (g, I)) = 0 for j > i.
In general we can use (5.1) to deduce that H j (C ≤i • (g, I)) = 0 when j > i. 
Hence this sum is non-zero if and only if I ⊂ supp(w).
Proof. As the complex C • (g, I) is exact in degree > |I| and C j (g, I) = 0 for j < |I|, it is sufficient to prove that M I is a quotient of H |I| (C • (g, I) ). Remark that M ′ = ǫ |I| ( supp(w)=I,ℓ(w)=|I| M(w)) is a quotient of H |I| (C i (g, I) ). 
